Learning to Pray Like Jesus
Give Us This Day Our Daily Bread
Matthew 6:9-13  Pg 685
Jesus Is Reminding Us Of Our Total Dependence On God

- **Direct Interpretation**
  - ~daily provision
  - ~Daily Trust
  - ~right provision
  - ~right use
Jesus Is Reminding Us Of Our Total Dependence On God

• **Broader Application**
  ~dependence Deut 8:3; Job 23:12
  ~priority John 4:32-34
  ~provision John 6

> It didn’t come from Moses!
> What we most need is Jesus
> Physical vs Spiritual
> Only ONE provides Spiritual life
We live in a world of physical abundance and spiritual poverty.

We have an abundance of things that matter least, and a lack of things that matter most!
Jesus Is Reminding Us Of Our Potential To Be Distracted From What is Truly Important

- **Refocus**
  - manna
  - cloud and pillar
- **Keep Centered**
  > too little
  > too much

Prov 30:9
Mt 6:19; Luke 12:15
Question
“Give us this day our daily bread...”

Are you praying daily and asking God to meet your needs....?

- Physical needs?
- Spiritual needs?